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Mount Frosty SAR

It has been noticeably quiet on the home front. No
real training has taken place because of the virus.
We did get a few flights in from various places where
they had a tight crew bubble in late October, but now
things have pretty much shut down again. We are all
hoping that if we stay home for a period of time, the
spread of the virus will start to slow and hopefully
some restrictions will then be lifted.
We have continued to shut down the odd errant ELT
and been able to supply some fixed wing support to
GSAR for missing persons, still with tight bubble
crews. I would like to compliment all the crews that
have responded to a task and making sure that they
all follow the COVID-19 restrictions and use PPE as
required. A job well done!

Alton King, Director General
PEP Air - CASARA

Since our last newsletter, we had one of our BC members selected as one of two
CASARA National Member of the Year Award. Allister Pedersen of Cranbrook was
the lucky recipient of this award. There is more info later in this newsletter.
Our fall Zone Commander meeting was held online via GoToMeeting. It went very
well for the first virtual meeting. I suspect that our spring AGM most likely will be
virtual as well unless things really clear in the next few months. Some items from
the ZC meeting are the files on our web site will be undergoing a complete
reorganization and clean-up to help find what you are looking for. CASARA
National has approved the new handbook and it should be available in the spring.
TMMS will be having some upgrades soon. Most of the forms will be available
within TMMS to fill out and will be kept on-line. Captain Adam Rietman has moved
on to bigger and greater things for his career; we wish Adam all the best. We now
have an interim CLO, Captain William (Bill) Wyss. We have revamped the Mission
Form (#008) into two forms, one for air missions and one for ground missions. We
have now adopted the military date format of YYYY-MM-DD and our policy has
been updated to reflect this change. All our forms will be updated to show this.
There are three new PowerPoint presentations uploaded to our web site, Spotter
and Spotting on Military Aircraft and the third is a group of pictures to help you see
a crash site from the air. An updated Expense Claim is now available as a fillable
and printable form on our web site or in ForeFlight.
Our Provincial Training Officer Kym Trask has done several online training
sessions, and we have been invited to join in Manitoba's seminars as well. This has
certainly helped to keep our classroom requirements up to date for those members
who attended. All the seminars are online to view at
www.pepairmaps.ca/training.html. On the opening page there are instructions on
how you can send your viewing time in so that it can be registered into TMMS.
In closing for this newsletter, I want to thank each
and every one of you for being a member of PEP AirCASARA. Your continued support and enthusiasm is
what makes us the best in the country!

Merry Christmas and the Very best for 2021!

Training
versus
Actual Adventures with multiple ELTs

Robert Northcott
Victoria AAD

On a beautiful sunny Saturday last August, Victoria CASARA was running a SAREX with fourteen members,
this involved locating an ELT somewhere west of Sooke and another ELT on the Saanich Peninsula. As per
normal we notify JRCC that we will be operating training ELTs on frequency 121.775, where they will be based
and estimated duration of the exercise. Due to COVID constraints we kept everyone in the parking lot and
each of the three aircrew were briefed and ready for wheels up with 45 minutes. This was followed by briefing
two ground homing teams 45 minutes apart and tasking them to home the ground based ELT.
With Shannon Rae as our Search Coordinator things were progressing smoothly. Our ground homing teams
quickly located the ELT and our eagle eyed flight crews located the associated ground target west of Sooke.
Then a hiccup occurred, the third aircraft had low tire pressure on the front wheel and take-off was delayed for
twenty minutes. Not a problem, this was minor and we are always prepared for changes, just as we would
experience in a real search. Coming to the end of the training exercise, the third and final flight had left the
search area and was returning to base where we completed the debrief…a good job by everyone.
At 20:55 Shannon receives a phone call from JRCC asking if
we are still training and do we have any aircraft in the air and
are we able to home an ELT around Duncan? A high flyer
reported and ELT in this general area. We confirm we have one
aircraft still flying and are able to launch two more immediately.
JRCC asks us to get ready and will start the tasking process by
notifying EMBC. Right away we contact our returning aircraft,
C-FPWG, pilot Les Lowe, navigator Albena Ivanova, and
spotters Melinda Evans and Marie Woodruff, and alert them for
a re-tasking and to confirm their bingo time. At 20:59 we
receive the tasking from EMBC to home an active ELT in the
Duncan area. At 21:00 we phone JRCC and accept the tasking
advising them the bingo time was 21:55 but we will get a
second aircraft ready to replace C-FPWG if bingo is reached
Trish Krol and Darcey Graham
before the conclusion of the search. At this point, JRCC alters
the tasking as they have received a report of an aircraft crash
ready for lift off.
on Saltspring Island. The location is unconfirmed and this is the
most likely source of the ELT signal. We re-task C-FPWG to Saltspring and let them know that a second
aircraft will be getting ready to replace them if and when they hit their bingo time.
This is all happening in front of the CASARA members, the first time most of them have seen how an actual
tasking occurs. The Victoria CASARA group rarely gets involved in an actual aircraft crash search, we are
mostly involved in ELT homing (the old ELT in the garage routine), missing persons and EMBC transport
service. Do not get me wrong, this is good news that we have very few aircraft crashes requiring searches.
We now have to assemble a second aircrew and looking at everyone's faces it was like looking at little kids at
Christmas. Please, please give me the gift of being able to participate in an actual air crash search. We
tasked our second aircraft C-GWAU, pilot Keith Bjorndahl, navigator Neil Bennett, and spotters Darcy Graham
and Trish Krol to home the ELT on Saltspring.
At 21:30 C-FPWG located the crash site just as the RCMP arrived. A NOCL was broadcast and pictures taken
for emailing to JRCC. We phoned JRCC and confirmed the lat/long of the crash site, they requested

Continued on next page.

Northcott - Continued from previous page.
additional pictures so we tasked our second aircraft C-GWAU to the crash site for additional photos. The
RCMP were able to confirm a successful crash landing in which the aircraft's left front wheel was broken off
and no serious injuries to the single occupant. All in all a very successful day for us…then a hiccup. JRCC
informed us the RCMP were unable to turn off the ELT and would we please send a ground team to Saltspring
to turn it off….at 24:00 JRCC confirmed that the ELT was no longer transmitting.
The following morning, Nanaimo CASARA is having an exercise and are in the middle of their briefing when
JRCC calls requesting them to travel to Saltspring Island to turn off an ELT that is transmitting due to an air
crash the day before (JRCC is now thinking that the RCMP were unable to turn off the ELT). The Search
Coordinator Martin Williams, informs JRCC they will task an aircraft to overfly the Saltspring crash site to
confirm the ELT location as it would be excellent training. Nanaimo aircraft C-FBXA, pilot Wolfgang Carolsfeld,
navigator Lynn Ervin and spotters David Thomas and Jon Laird proceed to home the ELT while Martin
Williams and John Lamb climb into a vehicle and take the ferry to Saltspring.

Saltspring Island crash site, circled.

C-FBXA was first on scene and confirmed no
ELT signal emanating from the crash site.
They proceeded to home the ELT and followed
the signal to Quamichan Lake, half-way
between Duncan and Saltspring Island. The
aircraft radioed Martin and John who then
notified JRCC.
Martin and John returned to base. Martin
tasked a ground homing team of Wolfgang
Carosfeld, John Laird and David Thomas to
proceed to Quamichan Lake and home the
ELT. Over the next three hours, they narrowed
the search to Raven Field, a private airfield
located on the north shore of Quamichan
Lake, and working with John Howroyd, the
airfield owner, they checked every aircraft at
the airfield with no luck. JRCC was updated of
the search status and they were getting a little
frustrated, so they ordered the ground homing
team to go to the crash site on Saltspring as
they were sure it was the prior day's air crash.
If they were unsuccessful, JRCC was going to
task the Buffalo.

So off goes the ground homing team, departing Raven Field for Saltspring Island. The Search Coordinator
Martin Williams decides to re-task C-FBXA, pilot John Lamb, navigator Martin Williams to home the ELT while
the ground homing team is in transit to Saltspring. After multiple passes, they confirm the ELT is transmitting
from Raven Field and Martin advises JRCC. Shortly thereafter the aircrew look up and notice the Buffalo flying
overhead. JRCC contacts the Buffalo and finds out that it was on a regular training mission when they heard
the ELT and took it upon themselves to home the signal. They also confirmed the location as being in the
Quamichan Lake area. Moments later, the C-FBXA watches as the Buffalo turns away from the search area
and disappears into the wild blue yonder. By this time, the ground homing team has reached the crash site
and confirms there is no ELT transmitting from that location. JRCC then contacts the owner of Raven Field
who just then has an epiphany. He has been working on dismantling an old aircraft in an out building over the
years and while he is sure there is no ELT in the aircraft, he will go and check again…….found it!
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Mount Frosty

Steve Bridger, ZBB
Dan Barraclough and I were tasked to act as spotters for the
RCMP in Air Four an AS350 B3 helicopter. We were looking
for a hiker, missing since the second weekend in October. The
search had been extensive for almost one month using four
helicopters, Princeton and Penticton GSAR, police and
avalanche dogs. Our task was based on new information to
have a look at specific areas. The GSAR members were flown
up first to do a ground search, then Dan and I went up second
to search our areas. The fresh snow made tracks visible but also
buried and blanketed anything on the ground that was not
moving. The search area was fairly small but is mostly dense
forest. It was a good experience working together with all the
parties for a common goal. Unfortunately nothing was found
and the weather continued to worsen making a happy outcome
unlikely if the party were still on the mountain. Like any
search, we would have liked to have stayed up longer and plan
our own areas of interest to search more slowly and thoroughly.

I did an overnight hike up Mt. Frosty in the middle of September with my
grandson, that’s when I took the sunny photo above. The snowy photo was
taken by Steve during his helicopter search...what a difference a few weeks
makes. My photo is of the north side of Frosty looking up at the summit
(2,400 meters / 7,900 feet). Reportedly, the missing hiker’s hat and glasses
were found on the south side of Frosty peak...which is steep rock and shale.
Trevor Black, Editor.
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Allister Pedersen
PEP Air Cranbrook

The SEA EVAL was conducted on August 28/29 in Cranbrook under clear but somewhat hazy skies
from the Doctor Creek wildfire north of Cranbrook.The SEA Zone passed the EVAL but an
important issue had an impact on the EVAL and that was geographic formats. By geographic
formats I mean whether we and our clients (GSAR, RCMP) are using DD.dd (degrees and decimal
degrees), DD MM.mm (degrees minutes and decimal minutes) or perhaps DD MM SS.ss
(degrees, minutes, seconds and decimal seconds). One other format that PEP Air might have to
deal with is the UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) coordinates often used by Ground SAR.
Probably the most important suggestion I can make is that when you are relaying coordinates you
must specify the format you are using. Don't simply relay the numbers of the location such as, my
location is 492354 1152346. Ensure you provide the additional critical information on the format
being used. Say, for example, 49 degrees 23.54 minutes 115 degrees 23.46 minutes.
Coordinates might be given to you from another source (RCMP, Ground SAR, SPOT or inReach)
and in the same manner the format must be specified. When someone receives a SPOT or
inReach text message from a SPOT or inReach unit in the field the message will say something
like Dylan Eyers sent this message from: Lat 49.680669 Lon -115.610654. The minus sign
indicates it is degrees west longitude. It is critically important to ensure, whether you are passing
along coordinates or receiving coordinates, that the format is clearly stated. The one exception to
indicating the format being used is the NOCL message. For the NOCL the format being used is
degrees and minutes but only the numbers are stated; there is no reference to north, west or
latitude/longitude.
Another important consideration is the hardware we are using to read or enter coordinates. Don't
just look at the numbers! Look for the symbols ° (degrees) ' (minutes) and " (seconds) on the
device's screen. Are you aware that on ForeFlight you can enter waypoint coordinates into a route
in the format DD.dd and they will appear on your ForeFlight VNC in a different format although the
waypoint is in the correct location? The simplest things can cause huge problems.
The GIS Geography website https://gisgeography.com/decimal-degrees-dd-minutes-seconds-dms/
provides more details on coordinate formats. The BCSARA Field Guide available at
https://www.bcsara.com/public-safety/sar-tools/ contains a converter allowing users to enter one
coordinate format and convert to the other three formats including UTM.

Continued on next page. 6

Due to the worsening COVID-19 situation in BC, we have issued a Safety
Advisory Update to our COVID-19 Safety Directive. To date we know of one
PEP Air member becoming sick with COVID-19 and we need to
continue keeping our members safe. Please read the update
carefully. A few of the major new points are:
In-person training is only allowed for essential, critical
training and must follow the Safety Directive and Update.
With the exception of essential training, all other training
is cancelled, postponed, or moved on-line. No classroom
training.
To attend any PEP Air event or emergency response,
members must be screened by the event Safety Officer
and pass the BC COVID-19 Self Assessment Tool
(bc.thrive.health/covid19).
Crew integrity, maintaining a tight crewing bubble,” should be held as
much as possible to reduce exposure risk by not mixing participants.

Coordinates
Continued from previous page.

Photo: Allister Pedersen
GHS Crew Locate ELT,
Grant Tulloch (l) & Russ Reid (r).
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Learning the

L
Stan Owen
Executive Member

cky Way
Or?

I instruct a ground school course at a local flight school. The students are in a two-year program
with business and flying courses. I am currently instructing Year One students, where most have
their private pilot license or are just about to get it, all with low flying hours. In a recent class, I
asked each of them to give a short talk on their “most” learning experience regarding flying.
The stories ranged from:
-trying to get back home before legal darkness to avoid discipline
-flying an alternate route than planned as weather had blocked the planned route
-in an airport go around situation, turned the wrong way
-tail strike learning a soft field take-off procedure
-forgetting to raise flaps during a touch and go
-smoking up tires by locked brakes practicing a short field landing procedure
-being circled by thunderstorms and having to look for an escape route on a cross country flight
-several with close call collisions, one within 100 feet
-getting into IMC conditions, went into a spin, recovering at tree top level
You could hear the anxiety in their voice as each one spoke. The minimum pilot requirement for
PEP Air, is 250 hours. With this as a minimum requirement, would that mean anything like the
above could not happen in a PEP Air plane? I say YES it could! With my PEP Air crews I have had
one close call with a hang glider (they typically have no radio) and one airplane closer than I
liked, not reporting in a Mandatory Frequency zone. In both of my instances, it was a crew
member that spotted the other aircraft. Both immediately called out the other aircraft location
correctly which gave me the opportunity to turn and avoid. Did I learn from these experiences?
You bet I did. Was it pure luck that I am here to write this story? I say no, not completely. PEP Air
crews are typically very well trained, and are exceptional at working as a team, to apply Crew
Resource Management. These talents make for a much safer environment. Let's keep learning,
refining our talents, and having “Learning the Lucky Way” as an extremely rare event!

Cheerio!
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Provincial
Training
Officer

KymTrask

PTOs
CHALK
BOARD

“Diligent in very
challenging times”
In the spring 2020 issue of our newsletter I advised that airbases try to maintain at least one air and one
ground crew for actual SAR cases (early April). As the pandemic took hold we have been able to maintain
such a SAR posture. However, the waiver for TMMS currency expires 31 December 2020 and we will face
significant challenges on currency and SAR response over winter commencing 1 January 2021.
By the time this newsletter is published I expect fifteen on-line videoconference sessions will have been
conducted since the currency waivers were authorized in March. Topics were relevant to Pilots, Navigators,
Spotters, Ground Homing Specialists, Search Coordinators, as well as all those in training for these TMMS
specific positions. Credit for TMMS specific positions, and towards your VTC has been actioned. Thank you
to Marlene Kiral (VIZ) for creating a survey tool for feedback on these sessions. A lot of metrics can be
derived from this important information.
Provincial level training was provided to SEA Zone and VIZ in advance of their zone evaluations. Three
zones (SEA, VIZ, and SWE) were evaluated this fall, all three obtained operational passes in all four
categories – unfortunately VIZ had smoke from the west coast wildfires and flight conditions were well
below VFR. VIZ's performance was measured up to the point of normal departure and assessed as a 'No
Fly' Evaluation for the two air criteria. At a later time (COVID-19 condition dependant) we will return to
evaluate the flying component of the evaluation.
The 2020 CASARA Handbook major revision and update is complete, and the electronic files are with the
CASARA National office for french translation, printing, collating, and binder insertion. These will be
distributed to all provinces and territories when available. You will only require one binder (does not expire)
and any page(s) members use (training or actual SAR cases) can be replenished at any of our airbases.
Continued on next page.
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PTO - Continued from previous page.

Cormorant pilot Captain Bill Wyss has been
appointed as an Interim 442 Squadron CLO until 31
December 2020, and his term may be extended.
While people often think that the heavy lifting in air
SAR is done by aircrews it is important to remember
that we are a team, and all members in a major
search play a huge role irrespective of whether they
are actively ground homing for ELT signals, or
participating in an SHQ. Recently we provided online
training focussing on Mountain Flying and Emergency
Procedures. Winter flying can be especially
hazardous particularly in very mountainous areas.

While TMMS recently indicated 64 pilots certified (66
aircraft in our fleet) I studied the member database
and discovered 138 Pilots with licenses: 34 with
Provincial Training Officer Kym Trask going ATP/CPL licenses, 100 PPL, and 4 RPL. For those
over his notes during October Evaluation of holding a license you may reinstate privileges by
the South-West Zone at Abbotsford Airport. holding a valid medical certificate, and meeting
the necessary CARS currency requirements.
Some of the above pilots are building time and ratings for pleasure or to upgrade their TMMS category.
For ALL of our 138 Pilots you might find a research study at Carlton University valuable. Their Advanced
Cognitive Engineering Laboratory has the CANFLY Study 2020 (available at this link
https://acelab.limequery.com/952586?lang=en). I've participated in this study which requires about forty
minutes (sample videos and post-video questions) of your time. Only Google Chrome or Microsoft Edge
browsers can be used. Your participation will assist the researchers determine cognitive capabilities and
safety issues that may be causative for aircraft incidents and accidents.
Stay safe, be well! We have experienced an
especially challenging year. Shortly we can
relegate the saying “Hindsight is 2020” to the
historical archives. I wish you a joy filled
Christmas, and may 2021 be a much
better year!
'That others may live'.

Container cranes arriving in
Vancouver harbour - Sean Smith,
10
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CASARA
Volunteer of the Year
Director General Alton King presenting the 2020
CASARA National Volunteer of the Year Award to
Allister Pedersen of Cranbrook.

Allister has been with Pep Air - CASARA for fifteen years and has been a
training officer for twelve of those years. Allister does the radio courses as he
is a licensed radio examiner.
He has also done radio training in other parts of BC. He does the training on
GPS, SPOT, inReach and navigation courses. Being he is the zone assistant
training officer, he does the ground homing specialist training as well.
Allister works with the Buffalo and Hercules military aircraft, planning their
practices in our area and getting Ground Search and Rescue involved, as well
as our own members. He has also put together and given several SAR
Awareness projects. Allister has participated in provincial and western Canada
SAREXs.
Allister is always available for a search and is there immediately, whether it be
as navigator or spotter.
In 2017 Allister put in 791 recorded hours with PEP Air, in 2018 he put in 717
hours, and 2019 there were 593 hours. These hours don't include his time for
his paperwork and endless emails. Allister was instrumental in writing the
manuals on how to use the new inReach units we received in early 2018. He
will set out targets, casualties, ELTs and provide transportation back to the
Airport for the SARtechs. Allister also works as a liaison between air and
ground search and rescue. He also puts in many hours as liaison with the
local Air Cadets.
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SAR for missing
Mushroom picker
Greg Miller
NWE Zone Training Officer
Here in northwest BC, fall brings on a change of season, leaves falling, temperatures begin to drop, and
mushroom picking season gets into full swing. On the early morning of September 12th , Bulkley Valley
Ground SAR manager Michael Williams contacted NWE Zone Commander Lynn Van Cadsand to solicit
PEP Air's assistance in a search for a 74-year old male who became separated from his group on
Friday afternoon while mushroom picking in the Kispiox Valley area.
The planned search area was on the Mitten Forest Service Road, close to Bearpaw Lodge. Lynn
contacted Joern Alles, and Greg Miller to adopt a standby posture in anticipation of a tasking to
commence Saturday morning. Michael stopped at Lynn's home to transfer maps into GPS Kit, for use in
our air search planning process, along with a VHF handheld radio with their ground frequency.
Lynn contacted Alpine Lake Air to confirm that their float equipped Cessna 185 was ready for a tasking.
ECC approved the request by Lynn to hire the aircraft. Joern, our Deputy Zone Commander, contacted
Greg Miller and Leslie Ford to carry out spotter duties for the search. Joern and Greg travelled to Lynn's
residence to get a briefing, map coordinates, and electronic equipment for the task. Leslie proceeded
directly to Alpine Lake Air base at Tyhee Lake. Ground SAR requested us to conduct a river search on
the Kispiox River, and start an expanding square search from the subject's last known position. The
PEP Air crew assembled at Alpine Lake Air, briefed our charter pilot Wendell Imhoff, whom we regularly
train with, completed pre-flight and safety check, boarded the Cessna 185, and departed at 1017 hours.
We carried out the assigned river search and expanding square as per the tasking. The GSAR team
arrived at the search area for 1210 hours and commenced their operations. GSAR HQ contacted Lynn
via inReach, to establish communications with the air search resource. Our aircraft did not have a radio
capable of communicating on the GSAR frequency range, Greg was in possession of a GSAR handheld
radio from Lynn that morning. Lynn messaged us on inReach, after which communications were
established on the handheld radio at 1315 hours with GSAR headquarters.
The aircrew was advised that the GSAR team obtained a new and more accurate last known position
and would shoot a flare from that location. We maintain well clear of the area, then proceeded to the
location where the flare was fired, commencing an expanding square search from that point. After
about thirty minutes of searching, our aircraft was turning right on the next heading. At that moment a
Continued on next page.
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Air Force Magazine
- Spring 1998
Submitted by Marie Woodruff, Victoria
Mushroom picker - Continued from previous page.
plume of smoke was observed at 2 o'clock by the right spotter and navigator. Upon flying overhead of
the smoke, a subject matching the missing person description was observed at the site. He appeared to
be healthy and happy to see us.
Greg advised GSAR on the handheld radio, with the latitude and longitude of the smoke and subject's
observed condition. GSAR HQ estimated the nearest ground party could arrive in about fifty minutes and
requested us to stay on scene until their arrival. As our aircraft was fifteen minutes away from our
calculated BINGO fuel time, Greg advised GSAR HQ of our inability to remain on scene and informed
them that we could refuel and return in ninety minutes. We returned to the Thyee Lake base at our
planned BINGO time.
We were quite excited on the flight home about the success of our phase of the mission, I reflected on
the subject's awareness to light a smoky fire to visually enhance his position, and how he would have
been difficult or impossible to spot without adequate ground signal use, these are points I emphasize to
our folks at our survival training events. Upon arrival at Tyhee Lake, we were met by Lynn at Alpine Lake
Air base, where we debriefed the mission, during which, Michael Williams from GSAR advised Lynn by
inReach the subject had been located by the ground search team, and was happy to be rescued.
This was a great example how timely tasking of air resources on a ground search can save lives. PEP Air
efforts resulted in finding the person within twenty-four hours. In our and GSAR assessment, the ground
search teams would not have seen the signal nor been able to search their way toward the subject's
location for likely another twenty-four hours by following their ground search protocols and methods,
diminishing the prospects of a successful recovery of the missing person. All of our efforts were rewarded
by a feeling of satisfaction, in a job well done!
That Others May Live

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org
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Marie Woodruff received her
25-year service pin and
Robert Northcott received his
15-year service pin.

Keith Bjorndahl, Neil Bennett,
Trish Krol and Darcy Graham.
Darcy Graham received his
30-year service pin.

CASARA
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Debbie Switze
her 15-year servr with
ice pin.
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Shannon Rae.

These members received their
5-Year pins from Victoria AAD
Robert Northcott.
Melinda Evans.

Les Lowe.
Allan Rempel .
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Chuck Henderson turns 40

(...in CASARA years!)

by ALLAN MCNEELY

It was just before coronavirus season, about
twenty-five CASARA and Kamloops Flying
Club members joined to celebrate a 40-year
milestone. Chuck was a SAR pilot long before
CASARA was inaugurated. A couple of
speeches set the tone maybe even causing
Chuck a bit of embarrassment as some of his
flying history, hours, and A/C ownership
(UFA, SHS, CJJ) were brought out from
hiding. A gorgeous cake was admired and
enjoyed by all. Chuck was presented with a
framed photo of CJJ, his last A/C and a
commemorative pin.

CASARA

A photo of CGCJJ held up
by Chuck, assisted by Al
McNeely (navigator) who
enjoyed ten years of block
time on CJJ, and Nancy
Van Wagoner (spotter).
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FROM THE DESK OF....
Warren McCormick
Provincial Safety Officer

In this issue's instalment I'd like to talk about a safety issue that
can creep into any aviation organization, big or small. That issue is
COMPLACENCY. Complacency is insidious because it creeps into
organizations little by little until something bad happens. It's like the
frog that is placed in a pot of cold water but when the heat is turned on, he
doesn't realize he's cooking until it's too late.
You probably are asking - What does complacency look like or sound like? Well here are some things to watch for, when
you hear phrases like these, red flags should go up:
- We've always done it like that.
- Everybody does it that way.
- You don't need to do all those steps, let's just go.
How do we combat complacency and stop it from invading our organization? The best way is to follow policy, procedures,
SOPs and checklists; these are your friends.
The most infamous example is the 1979 crash of a DC-10 at Chicago airport where the left engine and pylon separated from
the wing at rotation speed. Even at this critical point in the flight a DC-10 should have been able to climb out and return to
the airport. Unfortunately for all on board, when the pylon tore off the wing it severed hydraulic and electrical lines.
Hydraulic pressure was used to extend the leading edge slats and as the oil leaked out the slats retracted resulting in the left
wing stalling and an uncontrollable roll to the left.
The investigation showed that the rear structural bracket in the pylon had failed due to stress cracks and that the cracks
started at a deformation point on a horizontal flange on this bracket. The investigators went to the maintenance facility and
observed that when doing an engine change, the crew detached the pylon from the wing, instead of detaching the engine
from the pylon. The latter procedure was the one recommended by the aircraft manufacturer. When asked about this nonstandard procedure, the maintenance staff said “it saved about 200 man-hours of labour and besides ALL THE OTHER
AIRLINES DO IT THIS WAY”.
While there were only three pins or bolts in the pylon - wing attachment points, the rear point had vertical brackets on the
wing that mated with the bracket in question on the pylon with a single pin. The crew only had the use of a forklift truck to
mate the engine-pylon to the wing. Given that forklifts are not known for their precise manoeuvring ability, it was inevitable
that the horizontal flange on the bracket on the pylon would strike the vertical brackets on the wing, causing the deformation
of the flange and a weak spot in the metal, this is where the cracks started. Subsequent inspections of DC-10s world wide
found a number of aircraft with the same deformation and cracks in the pylon bracket in airlines who used the same
procedure.
Another point to remember is that policy, procedure and SOPs are your friend. They will protect you if something does go
wrong. If you can show you followed all the proper steps then the focus will shift to the policy and whether there is a
problem with the policy. If you do not follow the policy or procedure the focus will fall on you!
Stay safe and remember....

Safety does not happen by accident
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(l. to r.): Nathan Viau, Gerry Chapman, Kate Laukkanen
and Dave Ireland, missing is pilot Lyle Connatty.

Dave Ireland
AAD Williams Lake
This exercise started a while back when Captain Danny Schwager of 442 Squadron contacted our
Zone Commander, Chris Campbell regarding their planned trip to checkout some details at CYR-160.
At Williams Lake we are blessed to have CYR-160, a Military Training Area, about ten minutes west
of the Williams Lake Airport (CYWL). Captain Schwager proposed that as their trip to CYR-160 was
by Cormorant helicopter that the machine's presence could be useful for the PEP Air - CASARA crew
at Williams Lake.
A couple of exercises were planned. Exercise #1 was for C-FWBA, our aircraft, to be intercepted by
the Cormorant in the CYR-160 area. To complicate things the surprise and anxiety of the intercept
was planned to incapacitate the C-FWBA pilot. This would set up a situation where the SARtechs on
the Cormorant would attempt to diagnose the pilot's situation by radio while the Cormorant FO was
giving flying lessons to the supposed non-flying navigator and directing the flight back to CYWL all
on the same radio channel.
Exercise #2 was planned for C-FWBA with a crew in Road Search Mode to locate a target and direct
the Cormorant to said target by radio communications from a high flyer position. It was left to the
Cormorant crew to decide whether or not to land or lower a SARtech to check out the target.
Weather was a question all around. The Cormorant started with an ETA of 10:00 but was delayed by
an official tasking while en route. Text messaging with 'Capt. Danny' kept everyone in the loop and
schedules were adjusted to accommodate. On arrival at CYR-160 there was confusion over comm
frequencies. Again, thanks to texting, all these issues were sorted out. The inbound delay was
suggesting that scenario #2 would be dropped. But thanks to a shortened lunch break and Cormorant
tour, time was made to do it all.
We enjoyed our encounter with the Cormorant's crew including pilot Amanda, on exchange from the
US Coast Guard.
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Port Alberni Airfield - Sean Smith

Do you have a
photo you’d
like to show?
Send it along!

Peter Suckling

CASARA

Photo: Kym Trask
A socially distanced lunch at PTO Ky
m Trask’s
training lecture at YYJ!

Sunset at Capilano Lake
Alan Graham - ZBB.
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W/O Dave Knubley from 442 Squadron Comox
demo-ing the Lil Helper, Paul Monchamp
holding the so-last-century original!

man Cheung.
e Bridger (l.) and Her

Stev

Herman Cheung discovers that the ELT
signal is greatly improved through a
window than the metal hangar.

W/O Dave Knubley giving
an impromptu
ELT lesson after the SW Ev
al in Abbotsford.

Left to right: Herm
an Cheung, Sha
Topaz, Henry Ilg
and Steve Bridge i
r doing
ELT practice at Z
BB recently.
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Blast from the Past: 52 years ago..

Submitted by
Marie Woodruff
Victoria

Branding the Buffalo
During the past few months, passengers waiting to board flights at the Ottawa airport may have noticed odd
happenings at the Air Force side of the field. A large twin-engine aircraft would roar down the runway and then, for
no apparent reason, come to a jarring halt. Or, the same aircraft would climb away at an unbelievably steep angle
after using only a small fraction of the available runway. The aeroplane was the de Havilland Canada DHC5
Buffalo, the latest addition to the armed forces aircraft inventory. It has been designated CC-115 in Canada and
C8A in the United States. The unusual gyrations were the result of tests being carried out by members of the
Aerospace and Engineering Test Establishment.

Flight Lieutenant T.G. Coughlin,
the Canadian Forces magazine
Sentinel, February 1968

...And now begins the long farewell
The first of an eventual sixteen Airbus C-295 Kingfisher SAR airplanes have now arrived in Canada, starting in
Comox, which will be home to its Operational Training Unit. It will take some time to completely take over from
our beloved de Havilland CC-115 Buffalo, but the writing is now on the wall. In October and November 2020, two
of them were retired. The first, 456, went to the National Air Force Museum of Canada at 8 Wing/CFB Trenton, in
October. Closer to home, 457 now has its own place of honour at the 19 Wing/CFB Comox Heritage Air Park. Each
museum has posted footage of their new acquisitions on their respective Facebook pages.
There are a number of Buffalo fan sites on the Internet, with lots of photos, videos and statistics. An exact Google
Search of “CC-115 Buffalo” brings up 20,300 results in 0.38 seconds! DHC4and5.org seems to be the most
comprehensive, including a 25-page roster of seemingly every one ever built.
Wouldn't it be nice to have something from us on the volunteer side: our own collection of memories? Most people
interested in aviation have some sort of logbook or checklist of what aircraft types they've flown in. So, who's got
the most time in this big yellow SAR-bird? Don't be shy: people want to know!
?
?
?
?

How many flights? How many hours? Which aircraft?
Were the flights training, transport or operational or a combination?
Where and when? How many other volunteers were involved?
Did you the search object?

For the RCAF veterans in PEP Air-CASARA, please dig into your logbooks and let us know your highlights: how
many hours/missions/favourite moments. I have a copy of the SARtech's book That Others May Live, which gave
some good information and a couple of anecdotes from the Para Rescue side. As a tribute to this great plane, let's
hear your stories, too.
You can send them to bccasarahistory@yahoo.ca, post them on PEP Air or CASARA's Facebook pages, or add to
the PEP Air's blog. When the time is right, I hope there will be some sort of celebration for this veteran SAR bird.
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It's earned it!

October Eval

Above: Debrief at the end of the Eval.
Top: Zone Commander Tom Fisher looks on as
Evaluator, PTO Kym Trask checks on a laptop.

CASARA

Norm Prosch (l.) and
JC Bolomey at the radio.
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Angel Flight
East Kootenay
I started the Sparwood unit of PEP Air from scratch in 2011. I was lucky to
be able to rent a C172 that was in a hangar at the Elk Valley Airport.
Wishing to have more flying training time available and to be able to fly
more than 1.1 hrs per flight I formed a not-for-profit in 2014. This is
essential to apply for grant money which I did from the Columbia Basin
Trust (CBT) and Gaming. In the first year Gaming refused our request and
I believe that they never support a not-for-profit that has been formed for
less than a year. We have received funds every year since. To apply for any
gaming grant you need a bank account named gaming and used only for
the such funds.

Brent Bidston

At the end of 2018 I started an ambitious project to raise money to buy an
aircraft and hangar space in the name of the society to ensure the
Sparwood group could continue indefinitely. This became more pressing
when the C172 was sold. I also wanted the aircraft in the society's name so
that I could request further grant money to support it in the future. I started
by asking all the companies in the Elk Valley for support as Gaming has a
capitol grant available but will only pay 50% of any project and they
require proof that you have the other 50% available and dedicated to the
project. I sent an email to every company I could find explaining what AIR
SAR did for the local community and why I was asking for funds. It is
essential to follow up after a week or two and try to speak to whomever
deals with community funding requests.
This is where the fun starts. Once you have a name you try to call and they
are rarely in, I decided that leaving a message was counter-productive and
they would not call back so this became a very difficult process. Even
people who had no intention of helping took weeks to say so which just
wasted my time. I worked at this for months with varying levels of success
and when the CBT Community Initiative grant came up we asked for
money towards the project. We ask for money from five areas that fall
within our area of operation and again got some funds donated. I also rang
the CBT and asked if there were any other avenues to explore and ended
up making a grant request to the CBT capitol fund. This was eventually
successful but was tied to the gaming grant being awarded to show
community support for the project. In terms of community support I had
donations from over a dozen local businesses and had letters of support
from the local SAR groups and the RCMP as well as local emergency
management.
For any association to donate funds to you, raised through a gaming event,
requires a gaming licence approved by Gaming and must have an L & G
number. You must have been a society for a full year before you can get

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org

Continued on next page.

www.embc-air.org
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like to show? Send it along!

Have a Heart! - Bill Emerslund, ZBB

For Sale! - Sean Smith, ZBB

Spotter Target - Bill Em

erslund, ZBB

Nice shot over Burnaby - Alan Graham, ZBB

House
Dorothy’s ZBB
h,
Sean Smit

Angel Flight - Continued from previous page.
one. If you are awarded a grant from Gaming you are automatically approved for five years. Once you have an L & G
number you can approach local groups like Rotary, Lions and the Legion and request to get on their funding list. After
fulfilling all the gaming capitol grant requirements and having to wait an extra three months after their own deadline for the
result we were finally turned down. This was an enormous blow, fortunately I found a very well priced 1975 C182 and with
the funds I had already raised I could go ahead with the project. I had to go back to the CBT capitol grant people and
convince them that the project could still proceed, once I had done so they gave us their grant.
It was a long year and a huge amount of work but ending up with our own C182 and hangar made it very worthwhile. This
aircraft is owned by the Elk Valley Air Search and Rescue Association and will also be rented to Angel Flight East Kootenay
at a very good rate, all to serve the local community.
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Sept 5th - A young lady was flying a 172
from the Island to Castlegar, with a stop
in Pitt Meadows. She entered bad weather
and ended up in this crash about 6.5 nm
SE of Hope near the Hope Slide. The ELT
activated. She was able to exit the plane
and walk to the highway where an RCMP
vehicle picked her up. No serious
injuries. We were initially tasked (SW
Zone) to go find the ELT. I think Paul
Monchamp was tasked for a ground
homing but was stood down as the lady
was located before Paul launched. We
were doing flying training out of
Chilliwack that day, and the RCMP
helicopter Air One, flown by Paul
Copeland was in Chilliwack for lunch,
after they had been to the accident scene.
Our crew talked to them in the coffee
shop and they gave us a tour of their nice
new helicopter!

- George Nunn, ZBB

This newsletter requires input from you!
So, if you did anything, are, or will be
doing something in your Zone, let me
know (and thereby everyone else) with
a brief and snappy article...remember
however, that this is not the place for
the Great Canadian Novel, “How To”
pieces or those of an instructional
bent. These would best be placed as
links on our website, although
serialized articles are
acceptable...first and foremost, this
is a NEWSletter. Accompanying
interesting photos would be
to me,
m
e
h
t
d
wonderful but they should be
les, sen at
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captioned. Write them, get them to
Black
Lookin
Trevor shaw.ca
me and I’ll do the rest.
chley@
fin
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The deadline for the next issue is March 31.
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